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Abstract
This project aimed to determine whether Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI) curriculum
represents diversity in the books in a way that reflects the diversity of students in Fargo Public
Schools (FPS). I used the green system in LLI curriculum level B-level I, which represents first
grade. For this study, I analyzed eighty books total (lesson 21-lesson 100) based on the Fargo
Public Schools definition of diversity. This method was a good match for my research question
because it included gender/age, race/ethnicity, socioeconomic, religion, disability, and culture
which Fargo Public School includes in its description.
After reviewing and completing a content analysis of each book regarding the diverse
elements that match the FPS description of diversity to represent socio-economic backgrounds,
cultures, races/ ethnicities, religions, and sexual orientations, a common tendency was found:
most of the books showed a lack of diversity. The list below shows which
characteristics/elements were presented in a diverse way and which do not.
•

Race/Ethnicity was represented in a diverse way

•

Socio-economic status was not represented in a diverse way

•

Culture was not represented in a diverse way

•

Religion was not represented in a diverse way

•

Sexual orientation was not represented in a diverse way

•

Disability was not represented in a diverse way
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Chapter 1: Introduction
For many years diversified children’s books were limited in classrooms. The Cooperative
Children’s Book Center (CCBC) (2021) shows the children’s literature made does not reflect the
population data collected by the United States. There were around 3,415 books published in
2021, and only around 34% contained important content that reflects people of color (CCBC,
2021). The lack of diversified children’s literature in the system didn’t just bring my attention to
diverse books, it also reminded me of the question many students always asked. For example,
several times during group lessons on reading, some of the students have commented on my
hijab (head scarf) by saying “Why do you were a scarf on your head?”
As an adult, and a teacher from a different background and culture, it was shocking
knowing that many students are not familiar with a head scarf. The constant questions regarding
what is on my head remained active in my mind for many days until the topic of diversity
became a quest for a precise answer for the students. Because these students were young, finding
an age-appropriate response was important. After realizing that many children lacked access to
diverse books and were not provided with books on diversity in the classroom, it made clear
sense why students were interested and did not know what a hijab was. For this reason, the topic
of diversity in children’s books became a personal topic due to my students’ lack of exposure to
different cultures, and to questions coming from students about my hijab.
I understand that kids learn from reading books about various cultures because it
broadens their horizons. This is another reason for this study, it is important to introduce books
that include diversity which will allow students to see and learn about others and their cultures
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through those books. By gaining access to diverse books, students will understand how another
culture is presented in the books, which in return will make them understand why others wear
certain types of dresses or head scarves, exhibit other practices like different religions, eat
different foods, and have other basic differences, such as skin color. Diverse books will answer
some questions students have regarding culture, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status,
disability, and race/ethnicity.
Beyond just giving children books to read that teach about diverse people and practices,
books that simply represent diverse people and practices in the world help children accept these
differences as normal. The inability to provide diverse books to students does not just impede
exposure to diversity and subsequent learning, it also impacts the individual student’s selfconcept and development when not seeing materials depicting people like them in books.
Literature Review
Bishop (2015) in Mirrors, Windows, and Sliding Glass Doors, wrote an encouraging
article in which she shared the importance of how children can see themselves in
books and can help familiarize themselves with various cultures. Bishop highlighted the
importance of how teachers in the classroom should provide students with diverse books that can
mirror their identity and culture. Bishop stated:
Books are sometimes windows, offering views of worlds that may be real or
imagined, familiar or strange. These windows are also sliding glass doors, and
readers have only to walk through in imagination to become part of whatever
world has been created or recreated by the author…a window can also be a
mirror. Literature transforms human experience and reflects it back to us, and in
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that reflection, we can see our own lives and experiences as part of the larger
human experience. (2015)
Bishop’s quote shows when individuals are introduced to a book, it provides the
opportunity for new experiences and ways of learning about other cultures. It also shows that it is
essential to a child's development that the literature chosen for elementary classrooms includes
books that reflect their identities. Bishop explains the importance of students seeing themselves
in books and how these books educate others about different cultures. Students need to feel
welcome, valued, and appreciated in the community, therefore, students seeing themselves in
books is very important. One way to increase students’ exposure to books that reflect identities
in the classroom is by using multicultural books in the classrooms. Educators are also influenced
by diverse books as they become familiarized with many traditions and beliefs. When educators
learn more about different cultures, they will connect learning at school with meaningful and
relevant aspects of their student’s lives.
Taylor (2020), in Investigating the Gap: A Study of the Diversity in Elementary
Literature worked with two first-grade teachers who used a list of books during student readaloud periods for two months. The two first-grade teachers used a curriculum guide to select the
books they read. Taylor worked in Mrs. Oaks’ classroom during the "All about me!" activity.
The students needed to draw a picture of themselves and write about things they like. Taylor
helped a student named Archer to spell “macaroni and cheese,” but when Taylor looked at
Archer's portrait, she saw that Archer, an African American, had colored his skin the color
peach, a color of skin that does not reflect his own. Archer didn't know that people like him
existed in literature. Archer sees himself as the color of peach.
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Archer, in Taylor’s study, shows the importance of presenting books with diversity.
Children at a young age need to read books that represent their cultures, other cultures, and
stories that, so far, usually aren’t told. Taylor examined the influence of the teacher’s selection
during read-aloud activities in the classrooms. Her study shows that both teachers depended
greatly on the available curriculum options. For this reason, as educators in a diverse world,
teachers need to be cautious to pick a curriculum that represents diversity in its literature.
Students having the opportunity to explore diverse literature provides the chance to learn about
people from similar and different backgrounds.
The Importance of Diversity Within Public Education
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) are an important part of every school system in the
United States. Within the Fargo Public School District, DEI is so significant it is described as
“necessary for Public Schools to meet its mission to achieve excellence by educating and
empowering all students to succeed” (Fargo Public Schools, n. d.). Diversity is crucial within the
school system to help all students prosper and succeed. Students alone are unable to understand
the importance of diversity, and it is up to the adults to empower them by providing the
opportunity to explore books that teach these values. On the website, it is further claimed that
“education is better where schools are composed of students, teachers, and families drawn from
diverse socio-economic backgrounds, cultures, ‘races’/ ethnicities, religions, and sexual
orientations” (Fargo Public Schools, n.d.). In the absence of diversity within the curriculum and
school settings, students may have a very narrow and limited perspective of themselves and
those around them. One method of providing an educational experience rich in diversity is
through a selection of curriculum materials that support inclusivity, equity, and diversity.
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Souto-Manning et al. (2018), in No More Culturally Irrelevant Teaching, mentioned the
teacher, Carmen. Carmen was a kindergarten teacher in New York City Public Schools and likes
to start the year by developing a positive relationship with students by knowing who they are.
Carmen cared about pronouncing her students' names correctly. When teachers mispronounce
students' names, students feel they are not valued, and their names are difficult to say. This
experience made this group of students wish they have different names. “By pronouncing
students’ names correctly, you can foster a sense of belonging and build positive relationships in
the classrooms”. (Souto-Manning et al., 2018). Carmen was committed to pronouncing her
students’ names the same way their families do.
Lund (2006), in Waking up the Neighbors, highlighted some specific influences and
perspectives on the ongoing journey to help schools ensure equitable educational opportunities
for all students regardless of their ethnic, cultural, racial, sexual orientation, class, gender, or
other identities. White settlers in the past had eliminated diverse cultures leading to modern-day
crimination which is why it is important to study how that impacted today’s curriculum related to
various cultures. Lund enjoyed comparing notes on activism and scholarships with his British
and American counterparts at meetings and conferences, which led him to discover that there is a
common strategy among school-based practitioners: “finding a contingent means of achieving
political solidarity against injustice.” (Lund, 2006). Lund recognized that there is a growing field
around diversity and insisted on the need for partnership among buildings to influence education
concerns rather than focusing on biases.
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The Impact of Having Diverse Books
The importance of exposure to diversity within materials is illustrated well by
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie (2009), in her Ted Talk, The Danger of a Single Story, where she
shared her experiences being raised in Nigeria on a college campus. She read British and
American children's books at the age of four. She started writing around the age of seven by
drawing the characters she read about in the books. She said, "All my characters were white and
blue-eyed. They played in the snow, ate apples, and talked a lot about the weather, how lovely it
was that the sun had come out" (Adichie, 2009). Adichie mentioned that she had never seen
snow before, and she ate mangoes but not apples. In Nigeria, people don't talk about the weather;
in her community, they are not interested in talking about the weather because it is mostly hot,
and there is no need for it. Adichie explained she had never seen a character that was similar to
her in the books she reads. She said, "I did not know people like me could exist in literature"
(Adichie, 2009). Adichie shows that we are vulnerable to stories we read, especially young
children. Adichie had only read books with characters different from her, and she assumed that
characters in her stories had to be from places other than her home country. Reading books about
one particular culture/group of people is very limiting. The student Archer in Taylor’s (2020)
study didn't know that people like him existed in literature, just like Adichie. Archer sees himself
as the color of peach and Adichie only read about kids who are white with blue eyes. They both
believe that people like them do not exist in literature. There is no one single story and knowing
only one single story creates bias. It cannot be emphasized enough that these experiences impact
learning on many levels – particularly, in terms of developing positive self-concepts and image,
self-confidence, and self-esteem.
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In their article, Using Books to Talk with Kids About Race and Racism, Dougé and Jindal
(2020), concluded that there is a 10-year period or window of time to help children develop a
broad and unbiased understanding of biases that tend to set in around the age of 12. They further
shared kids are impacted by race at an early age. Babies can recognize color differences in their
brains. At the age of two, children recognize racial attitudes, and this may come across as fear or
anxiety. By age four, children communicate bias by teasing. By age eight, children become
aware of social differences and express bias in a sensitive way. Finally, by age 12, many
children’s communication, thinking, and style become more rigid. In the article, they shared that
parents were questioning whether they should talk to their children about race and how to do it in
a caring way. One of the suggestions was parents can use books to start the discussion. Books are
great tools that can help as "mirrors, windows, and maps," to reflect children's own identity.
Another research article that is a similar story to Adichie and Archer, completed by AlHazza and Bucher (2008), Building Arab Americans’ Cultural Identity and Acceptance With
Children’s Literature, talked about the limited number of books of children's literature accessible
to elementary students that recognized the Arabic culture. In their research, they interviewed
students who were born in the Middle East but enrolled in elementary school in the United
States. In their study, they questioned a group of teenagers about the books they remember
reading when they were in elementary school. These teenagers shared reading favorite European
American, Hispanic American, and African American children's stories but no stories that
reflected their own Middle Eastern culture. When the questioners asked the students how they
felt about this, one said, "I thought that, in America, stories were about other people, not about
us." This quote connects to Adichie’s story, who also thought stories were always about other
people. Another said, "My family always read Arab stories to us in Arabic. I didn't even realize
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that any of the Arab stories were translated into English." (Al-Hazza & Bucher, 2008). This
indicates that when children don’t see themselves in books, it makes them feel invisible and not
valued in the community.
Koss (2015), in Diversity in Contemporary Picture Books, completed a database of 455
picture books published in 2012 in the U.S. The result shows that there was very little diversity
in these books, and children who interact with picture books predominantly see white faces and
receive the message that white people are better. Koss’s finding was similar to Crisp et al.
(2016), who mentioned in their article “What’s on our Bookshelves? The Diversity of Children's
Literature in Early Childhood Classroom Libraries,” that children’s literature is “overwhelmingly
White”. Koss shared that when children see themselves in picture books it helps them learn about
their world. Picture books help children relate their experiences to the books they read which will
develop a positive self-awareness. Diversity in children's books is important for children, it helps
children learn about themselves and feel like they are valued. Without it, they may feel invisible
or unworthy.
Bank and Bank (2003) in Approaches to Multicultural Curriculum Reform, highlighted
the influences of the “mainstream curriculum-centric” approach that “negatively impact students
of color, including African Americans, Latinos, and Asian Americans.” Dreams, aspirations,
beliefs, and viewpoints of all students are not reflected when a single perspective is offered,
which also fails to provide social equality within the school. Though textbooks today are much
more multicultural than they were in the past, they can still be limited. A curriculum that focuses
on the experiences of one group and ignores the experiences of other groups has a negative
impact on some students because it eliminates the opportunity to benefit from learning and
experiencing other cultures. Students would be more motivated when the school curriculum
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reflects their cultures, experiences, and perspectives. The school can help students of color go
between their home and school cultures by implementing a curriculum that reflects the culture of
their ethnic groups and communities.
The Data Regarding Growing Diversity
The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) (2022) has collected data for the
past 25 years about different types of students in the United States’ public school systems. This
data shows enrollment and percentage distribution in public elementary and secondary schools
by race/ethnicity and region. In 2022, students of color make up 55.2 percent of the population.
White students make up 44.8 percent of the population which means that most students enrolled
come from diverse backgrounds (NCES, 2022). The curriculum is rarely adopted to increase
diversity to match the population of students of color. Classrooms today need to consider most of
the students by discussing cultural differences and making students feel part of the community.
(see Figure 1)
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Figure 1
Enrollment by Race/Ethnicity, National Center for Education Statistics

Note. From Digest of Education Statistics, by National Center for Education Statistic, 2022
(https://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d18/tables/dt18_203.50.asp?current=yes)
In the public domain.
In Fargo Public schools, there were a total of 11,204 students (elementary, middle, and
high school) enrolled in schools between the year 2021-2022. (Fargo, North Dakota Population,
2022). The data showed that 455 (4.1%) Asian students, 1498 (13.4%) African Americans
students, 614 (5.5%) Hispanic students, 276 (2.5%) Native American students, 27 (0.2%)
Pacific Islanders students, 494 (4.4%) two or more categories of students, 3364 (30.0%) a total
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of Non-Caucasian students, 7840 (70.0%) total Caucasian students were enrolled in FPS. (Fargo
Public Schools, 2021). In the United States, students of color make up 55.2% (NCES, 2022),
and in Fargo, the students of color make up 30.0%. This data is essential because the percentage
of students of color is expected to continue rising, however, the general understanding of these
cultures remains the same (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2
District Ethnicity by Buildings in FPS

Note. From District ethnicity, by Fargo Public Schools, 2022
(https://www.fargo.k12.nd.us/site/default.aspx?PageType=3&ModuleInstanceID=2422&ViewID
=C9E0416E-F0E7-4626-AA7BC14D59F72F85&RenderLoc=0&FlexDataID=9950&PageID=365&Comments=true). In the
public domain.
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The Cooperative Children’s Book Center (CCBC) (2022) shows that children’s literature
published does not reflect the racial population data collected by the United States. The CCBC
has provided annual statistics about children’s books published by people according to racial
classifications related to content as well as creators. There were 3,415 books published in 2021,
and only around 36% contained important content, topics, characters, and/or themes about
African or African American, Native American, Asian/ Pacific or Asian/Pacific American, or
Latino or Latino American people with 64% classified as having White themes or
authors/illustrators. These books impact other students because they don’t learn about other
cultures. When students of color begin to see themselves as less valued than others, they will
result in very low self-esteem. This data shows that there is an increase in publishing books with
diversity written by authors who are not white, but these books/ choices are limited. For this
reason, educators need to increase their knowledge about various cultures. They need to adapt
the curriculum by choosing culturally relevant literature to reach all students’ needs.
Jiménez and Beckert (2022), in Where is the Diversity in Publishing? The 2019
Diversity Baseline Survey Results, show that another factor is the publishing companies
themselves. While there has been growth in recent years with regard to publishing companies
owned/operated by people of color, it is still an area dominated by white owners/operators. (See
figure 3). Even within a single publishing company, diversity can be an issue. According to an
article in Publisher’s Weekly by Milliot (2021), Penguin Random House Authors and Creators
Skew Heavily White, an initial report following an audit on diversity within the Random House
publishing company, “the demographics of its authors, illustrators, translators, and other creators
‘do not reflect U.S. reader demographics when it comes to race and ethnicity.’” It highlights that
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those white contributors accounted for 76% of books released in the 2019-2021 period while
only 44.8% of the U.S. school enrollment population was white (NCES, 2022). Further, poverty
is an issue disproportionately experienced in people of color, resulting in those people often
having to work multiple jobs. More exploration of these factors is needed, and advocates push
for publishing companies to diversify their workforce as a means of diversifying end products
and books (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3
Diversity in Publishing

Note. From Where is the Diversity in Publishing?, by L. Jiménez, & B. Beckert, 2022,
(https://blog.leeandlow.com/2020/01/28/2019diversitybaselinesurvey/ ). Copyright 2022 by Lee
& Low Books.
According to the CCBC (2022), the number of multicultural books has increased but
when comparing it to the NCES (2022), which states that 54.6 percent of students are of color,
this data shows that books with diversity published in the U.S. are increasing but still are limited
(see Figure 4).
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Figure 4
Books by and/or About Black, Indigenous and People of Color

Note. From Books by and/or about black, indigenous and people of color (all years), by
Cooperative Children Book Center, 2022
(https://ccbc.education.wisc.edu/literature-resources/ccbc-diversity-statistics/books-by-aboutpoc-fnn). In the public domain.

According to the above data findings by CCBC (2022), every year reveals that the majority
of books published involved creators who were white, although, it is interesting that 2021 showed
a significant change. From 2018 to 2020, white creators accounted for a range of 71.6%-75.6%
which dropped to 63.8% in 2021. This shows that publishers from diverse backgrounds are
increasing. This coincides with societal shifts following the Black Lives Matter movement and
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related activism. This outcome with “By” is in relation to authors and illustrators, defined by the
CCBC as publications involving at least one person in a creator role (i.e. author or illustrator). The
CCBC defined “About” as content focusing on a main character or subject who is a person of
color, or a non-main character who plays a significant role in the book. They also noted the
difficulty of eliminating subjectivity in its attempts to classify books according to racial factors of
diversity because these can be ambiguous. (CCBC, 2022)
Boyd et al. (2014), in Culturally Diverse Literature, mentioned that race, ethnicity, culture,
and languages were important characteristics of diversity. However, various family structures,
such as foster families, and sexual and gender identity are also culturally diverse characteristics
that should be included in literature. They mentioned that in 2010 census data shows that 12.6%
of the U.S. population identified as black or African American, 0.9% American Indian, 4.8%
Asian, 0.2% Native Hawaiian, 6.2% “some other races”, 2.9% biracial, and Hispanic or
Latino/Latino population of any race comprising 16.3%. Seventy-two percent of the respondents
identified as white. For the past 30 years, 5% of these books were published about parallel cultures.
This percentage was only related to race. There were few books that related to disability, LGBTQ
characters, religion, beliefs, and regional culture. This data indicated that there is a lack of books
that include diversity. (Boyed et al., 2014)
Points of View and Perspectives on Diversity
When the Europeans who claimed to discover America are viewed from a Eurocentric
perspective, Native Americans see themselves as having been "discovered" by the Europeans.
The same view of Native peoples in the Americas being discovered by the Europeans led to the
idea that Native cultures did not "exist" until the Europeans discovered them. (Banks & Banks,
2020). Teachers need to know more about ethnic cultures and experiences to change the points of
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view in the curriculum. Many teachers tell their students that Columbus discovered America
because their knowledge is limited about the diverse Native American cultures that lived in the
Americas for more than 40,000 years before the Europeans began to stay in the Americas.
(Banks & Banks, 2020). While some educators may have had experiences that influenced them
to study many cultures and become familiarized with various traditions and beliefs, many other
educators have a more limited experience of the world, and, therefore, diversity. These
experiences – whether rich or lacking, influence what individual educators bring into their
practice of teaching. When educators learn more about different cultures, they will intentionally
design learning opportunities for their students which have cultural relevance and meaning for
individual students.
In Ketter and Lewis's study (2001), Abby, a white teacher in her twenties, was worried
about teaching multicultural textbooks that could be political. During a discussion with a group
regarding Journey to Topaz, Abby said:
‘Well, if [students] read this about how awful it was, then they would start doubting what
the Americans have done. So, I mean, they may have had people they knew or relatives
or somebody . . .they start doubting the country that they live in .... We read about slavery
in our literature book, but we never talk about the fact that we did it.’ (p. 178)
Abby and others in the group felt that it might be inappropriate or wrong to teach racial and
ethnic conflicts within the United States, and things should be neutral. Abby learned that her
preference for teaching the "neutral" holds her back and keeps her blinded about the race
differences. Abby thought that teaching diverse literature that conflicts with the United States’
traditions and beliefs would be disrespectful. This study is critical because teachers' points of
view can influence what they teach in the classroom, and this is important because they work
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directly with the students, and they can make a positive impact on them and their learning.
Teachers can also be victims of the system and have no voice in changing the curriculum, but
they have a voice in adapting and developing the curriculum they teach. (Ketter & Lewis, 2001)
Tatum (2003), in Why Are All The Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria?,
shared her experiences raising her children. Tatum mentioned that children at an early age start
to ask questions regarding race and skin differences. Tatum’s son asked her about these
differences. One winter day, her youngest son, David, observed a white mother helping her
brown-skinned biracial daughter put on her boots in the hallway of his preschool. David asked
his mom, "Why don't they match, Mommy?" At first, Beverly didn't understand what his
question was, she thought he perhaps mean mismatched socks. But Beverly asked him to
explain, and he said, “You and I match. They don’t match. Mommies and kids are supposed to
match”. David, like other kids of his age (three years old), had generalized his own experiences
that white parents have white children and black parents have black children. Beverly, as a
psychologist, recognized that children his age would generalize as part of their cognitive
development, but as a mother, she was embarrassed that his comment might have hurt the
daughter's feelings. Beverly responded to her son, saying, "David, they don't have to match.
Sometimes kids and parents match, and sometimes they don't" (Tantum,, 2003). She shared that
adults need to be careful in responding to young children about racial differences. Responses
matter and impact other people’s feelings. Responses open kids’ understanding of racial
differences. Not responding or silencing the children does not help the question go away, but
rather it teaches them not to ask, which will undermine learning about racial differences. This is
one reason why teachers need to have diverse books in their classrooms, so children are informed
about diversity at a young age.
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The Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to determine whether the LLI curriculum represents
diversity in the books in a way that reflects diversity based on the FPS’s description of diversity.
This study is important because FPS claimed that they will “examine and revise our curriculum
and teaching practices as necessary to ensure that we are effective in reaching every student”
(Fargo Public Schools, n.d.) I decided to analyze the Leveled Literacy Intervention, Green
System, Curriculum written by Fountas and Pinnell to examine whether it contained elements of
diversity that match Fargo Public School’s description of diversity. I wanted to examine if the
LLI curriculum that is used at FPS represents diversity in its efforts to reach every student as
FPS hoped. This study is important to me because every student within a school district should
have the opportunity to learn and explore diverse topics as a means to understand oneself and
others. Bishop (2015) explained the importance of students seeing themselves in books and how
these books educate others about different cultures. It is essential to include books with diversity
in the classrooms. Further, the results of this analysis will help determine if changes to the
existing curriculum are indicated.
Statement of the Problem
On the Fargo Public Schools (n.d.) website, diversity is described as “Education is better
where schools are composed of students, teachers, and families drawn from diverse socioeconomic backgrounds, cultures, ‘races’/ ethnicities, religions, and sexual orientations.” This
quote suggests the district values the inclusion of people with different cultural backgrounds as
well as other diverse characteristics. I wanted to analyze whether the curriculum used at Fargo
Public Schools (FPS) represents diversity as included within its description to ensure students are
exposed to diverse characteristics and see themselves represented in the curriculum.
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Research Question
The research question in this study was:
Does Level Literacy Intervention (LLI) represent diversity in its books based on Fargo
Public Schools’ description of diversity?
Significance of the Study
This study was most significant for the students. It is vital that students feel valued and
welcomed at school. Students can increase their self-esteem by reading books that represent
them, that reflect their identity, and that share their cultural stories. Stories that talk about their
experiences and challenges they face. Books that can reflect who they are, where they come
from, and how they are similar or different from one another. Additionally, students learn about
diversity by reading books that represent other cultures.
This research is important for me because students lack knowledge about diversity in
general, limiting their understanding of the world around them. When the students asked
questions about my hijab and why it is worn, they seemed eager to learn and know about it. I
want students to learn answers to questions like this through the books they read.
This study is vital to education, as Bishop (2015) explained how it is important for
students to see themselves in books and how these books educate others about different cultures.
It is crucial that students feel included in the classroom and the community. This inclusion helps
students see themselves in books and learn about other cultures and beliefs.
It is also significant for FPS because FPS wants to make sure that diversity is one of its
greatest assets. On the FPS website, it was stated:
We want our schools to be places where students and adults know they are welcomed,
supported, and their faces, voices, and experiences are reflected and valued. We believe
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that the work of inclusion is a responsibility held by each of us, done for all of us, person
to person, every day (Fargo Public Schools, n.d.)
Limitations
This study was conducted at the first-grade level using LLI curriculum textbooks. Some
of the images in the textbooks were painted and it was hard to determine the identity and the
ethnicity of the characters. All characters that were hard to identify were listed under unknown.
Different shades of skin color could be seen but naming whether the character was Latino or
Native American was difficult, and naming whether a character was African American or
African was difficult. Images also were not sufficient to determine sexual orientation, religion,
and culture. In addition, all nonhuman books (animal & theme) were excluded from this study.
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Chapter 2: Methods
This chapter will explore the connection and methodology of diversity in children’s books.
In this section, I will address the research design, settings, instrumentation, data collection, and
analysis.
Research Design
This was a mixed methods study completed with the goal of obtaining information about
the element of diversity represented in the LLI based on the FPS description of diversity. The
method was a content analysis; specifically, it was a text analysis looking at images. I decided to
collect and study all books for the first-grade, green system, of the LLI to determine whether
they contain elements of diversity that match the FPS description of diversity or not. Numeric
information was put into the form of a table to focus on studying the representations of human
diversity in books. This method will help examine the books in the LLI and find information
needed by using characteristics, settings, and activities that show diverse people doing different
things.
Settings
This study took place in the local Fargo, North Dakota school district. The population in
this area is 126,375. The population of students enrolled in this district is 11,209 (Fargo, North
Dakota population, 2022). The ethnicity is 3364 (30.0%) total non-Caucasian students and 7840
(70.0%) total white students enrolled in the public school district (Fargo Public Schools,
Ethnicity, 2021). Also, 48% of the students are females and 52% of the students are males. In the
district, 19.1% of students are eligible to receive federal free and reduced-price meal programs,
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9.5% of students are English language learners, and 16% of students are enrolled with disabilities
(Fargo Public Schools / Homepage. n.d.).
Participants
There were no human participants in this study. Fargo students are most likely to receive
the LLI intervention during kindergarten, first, and second grade. In this study, I examined the
books in the LLI, green system, at the first-grade level. LLI serves the lowest-achieving children
in the classroom who are not receiving other interventions. The curriculum also provides strong
support for children “who are acquiring English as an additional language and receiving
classroom reading instruction in English” (Fountas & Pinnell, 2009). Children who are in the
special needs program also are included and can benefit from the LLI curriculum. LLI is
therefore utilized as a supplementary tool in guiding students who are struggling in areas such as
reading and writing. For students who are behind academically, the LLI allows them and assists
them so that they can succeed academically like their peers in the classroom and school.
Instrumentation
A total of 80 books were used in first grade, 30 nonhuman books (animal & theme) were
removed from this study, and 50 human books were analyzed. I examined the books in the LLI
and found the information needed in the illustrations/pictures. The information was collected
from the books at the same reading level. The accuracy of this study was based on the thorough
collection of data. Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI) curriculum is a powerful, short-term
intervention that provides daily, intensive, small-group instruction, which supplements classroom
literacy teaching. LLI is designed for children who find reading and writing difficult.
Fountas and Pinnell designed the LLI system to bring children from the lowest literacy
level, Level A (kindergarten level), to level W, which is about the end of Grade 5. Each grade
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level is colored coded: kindergarten is orange, first grade is green, second grade is blue, third
grade is red, fourth grade is yellow, and fifth grade is purple (see Figure 5). In addition, the
literacy level alignment with grade levels encompasses a range of literacy levels. For example,
Literacy Levels A to E aligns with kindergarten, but B and C also align with first grade because
the first-grade level covers the range of literacy levels from B to me (See Figure 6). I chose to
analyze first-grade level books because they represent the most extensive collection of bookseighty books total. The books were analyzed by observing the people, settings, and activities in
the books based on FPS’s description of diversity.
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Figure 5
How LLI is Used

Note. From Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI), by Fountas & Pinnell Literacy, 2022
(https://www.fountasandpinnell.com/lli/ ). Copyright 2022 by Fountas & Pinnell.
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Figure 6
Text Level Gradient & Guided Reading Levels, a Continuum of Progress For Readers

Note. Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI), by Fountas & Pinnell Literacy, 2022
(https://www.fountasandpinnell.com/lli/ ). Copyright 2022 by Fountas & Pinnell.

For different races/ethnicities, I counted how many characters in each book and
categorized them based on race: African, Asian, Latino, Native, Caucasian, Non-Caucasian, and
Unknown. The characters were analyzed by looking at human images to categorize them
according to skin color, clothing known to represent specific cultures, and facial features
typically attributed to certain races and ethnicities. I counted the number of characters in each
race/ethnicity to compare them with the total number of characters, and then I compared the LLI
curriculum percentage to the FPS and NCES percentages.
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For religion and culture, I looked at photos and illustrations paying attention to clothing,
adornments, food, events, symbols, and articles (i.e. jewelry) known to represent specific
religions and faiths. The number of books that represented religion and culture was counted and
compared with the total books that were analyzed.
For sexual orientation, I looked for gender and age. I also looked at how family structures
and how they were presented in the books. Family structure had 10 codes as follows:
•

Family (mom, dad, grandparent/s, child/ren, pet)

•

a boy

•

a girl

•

a group of people

•

grandparent/s and child/ren

•

children

•

husband and wife

•

one parent and child/ren

•

one adult

•

LGBTQ

I counted how many books included family structures based on the codes above. I also
counted how many males and females characters were included in each book. The codes for
gender were as follows:
•

elderly men

•

elderly women

•

men
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•

women

•

boys

•

girls

•

unknown

The number of books that included sexual orientation was counted and compared to the total
books that were analyzed. Sexual orientation was compared to FPS based on gender and family
structure.
For socio-economic status, I looked at illustrations and depicted if they were of the lower
class, middle class, or upper class based on factors represented in the book. The upper class
would live in a house and have expensive items and/or properties (e.g. luxury furniture, jewelry,
fancy/brand clothes, expensive car/s, big farms, many animals, etc.). The middle class would
have decent furniture, off-brand or simple clothes, and live in an apartment. The lower class
would have old furniture and old clothes and live in trail homes or poor neighborhoods. The
number (upper class, middle class, lower class) was counted and compared with the number of
books that were analyzed. The socio-economic status was compared with to FPS based on the
percentage of families who were eligible to receive free milk and reduced meals.
For disability, I looked at what tools and characteristics were represented in the picture,
such as a wheelchair, walker, and/or physical appearance. The number of books that included
disability was counted and compared to the number of books that were analyzed. Disability was
compared with FPS based on number of students who were qualified for special education.
Data Collection
I used a laptop and a flash to collect and organize the materials. The laptop was used to
create tables for data collection using word documents, Google Docs, and/or excel to categorize
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the tables. I collected the data by observing the human images presented in the books. I used
character settings and activities that showed people from different backgrounds doing different
things. The data was categorized based on the diversity elements using the FPS description of
diversity.
Data Analysis
For the element of diversity, I created tables and organized them based on the elements of
diversity. There were 4 tables created. The first table included all the textbooks listed including
human and nonhuman books. In the second table, races/ethnicities were organized based on the
number of people by race/ethnicity represented in books. The third table included the number of
people by gender/age and the family structure. The fourth table included socio-economic status,
disability, religion, and culture. Each table was presented with numbers and/or codes to examine
the total number of characters and codes within each book. After I collected the data, I
compared the numbers and codes in each table. I used the results to find the meanings of the data
by comparing it to FPS and national data.
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Chapter 3: Results
In Table 1, all the books were listed in chronological order as they were presented in the
LLI at the first grade - level B to level I, which included 80 books total. First grade started at
level B with lesson 21 to level I with lesson 100. In this table, all books were initially listed
including both those with human and nonhuman characters. Upon determining which books
represented nonhuman characters, those were no longer included. Fifty books were found to
contain human characters.
Table 1
List of Human and Nonhuman Books in the LLI Curriculum
Book #

Lesson #

Title

Human

Non-Human Books

1

L. 21

Orson's Tummy Ache

Animal

2

L.22

At The Part

Human

3

L.23

Bubbles

Human

4

L.24

The Farmers

Human

5

L.25

Mom and Kayla

Human

6

L.26

My Puppy

Human

7

L.27

Our Garden

Human

8

L.28

My New School

Human

9

L.29

Boots and Shoes

Human

10

L.30

Traffic

Human

11

L.31

A Day At The Park

Human

12

L.32

Jump

13

L.33

Looking For Taco

Human

14

L.34

Swim

Human

15

L.35

Meli on the Stairs

Animal

16

L.36

The Sky

Theme

17

L.37

Homes

Animal

Animal
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Book #

Lesson #

Title

Human

Non-Human Books

18

L.38

The Picnic

Animal

19

L.39

Clouds

20

L.40

Look!

Animal

21

L.41

The Three Pigs

Animal

22

L.42

Snap

Animal

23

L.43

Up in a Tree

Human

24

L.44

Apple Pie

Human

25

L.45

Time for Lunch

26

L.46

A Rainy Day

Human

27

L.47

The Good Day

Human

28

L.48

My Friend

Human

29

L.49

What Am I?

30

L.50

Trucks

Human

31

L.51

The Three Bears

Human

32

L.52

The Puppets

Animal

33

L.53

The Surprise

Animal

34

L.54

Play Ball

35

L.55

Talent Show

36

L.56

Katie’s Truck

37

L.57

Baby Pictures

38

L.58

A visit to the City

Human

39

L.59

A walk with Meli

Human

40

L.60

Pets

Human

41

L.61

Three Little Pigs and a Big Bad Wolf

42

L.62

A Box

Human

43

L.63

The Soccer Game

Human

44

L.64

Books

Human

45

L.65

Bunny and the Monster

Animal

46

L.66

The Pool

Animal

47

L.67

Pictures of Hugs

Human

Animal

Animal

Human
Animal
Human
Animal

Animal

Human
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Book #

Lesson #

Title

Human

Non-Human Books

48

L. 68

Farmer Dan's Ducks

Human

49

L.69

The Big Storm

50

L.70

My Five Senses

Human

51

L.71

Goldie and the Three Bears

Human

52

L.72

Helping Mom

Human

53

L.73

Papa's Birthday

Human

54

L.74

The Storm

Animal

55

L.75

Baby Bird

Animal

56

L.76

Lizzy

Human

57

L.77

The Goat in the Garden

Human

58

L.78

A Surprise for Mom

Human

49

L.79

How Frogs Grow

Animal

60

L.80

Brave Taco

Animal

61

L.81

The Skunk with No Stripes

Animal

63

L.83

The Gingerbread Man

Human

64

L.84

Out for Lunch

Human

65

L.85

Dinner for Maisy

Human

66

L.86

Just Wait and See

67

L.87

In Winter

68

L.88

All About Animal Babies

69

L.89

The Gecko That Came to School

Human

70

L.90

Grandma's Glasses

Human

71

L.91

Fun for Hugs

Human

72

L.92

Home Sweet Home

Animal

73

L.93

Bears Birthday

Animal

74

L.94

The Bossy Pig

Animal

75

L.95

Stone Soup

Human

76

L.96

Best New Friends

Human

77

L.97

The Missing Cat

Human

78

L.98

The Lucky Penny

Human

79

L.99

Honey Bees

Human

Animal

Animal
Human
Animal
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Book #
80

Lesson #

Title

Human

L.100

A Walk at Night

Human

Total

Non-Human Books

50

30

In Table 2, the data represents race/ethnicity based on the number of human characters
(200) represented in 50 books. Race/ethnicity was categorized into seven categories: African,
Asian, Latino, Native, Caucasian, Non-Caucasian, and Unknown. The unknown was listed due to
the lack of clarity on the ethnicity of some characters. In the content analysis, it was discovered
that 92 (46%) people represent Caucasian characters, 82 (41%) people represent Non-Caucasian
characters, 26 (13%) people represent unknown characters, 23 (11.5%) people represent African
characteristics, 23 (11.5%) people represent Asian characteristics, 32 (16%) people represent
Latino characteristics, 4 (1.4%) people represent Native characteristics in 50 books. Of the 50
books, 20 books represent only Caucasian characters, and 19 books represent only nonCaucasian characters, showing a difference of one book between the numbers in these racial
groups. There were 11 books that represented a mixture of Caucasian and Non-Caucasian
characters.
Table 2
Characters of Different Races/Ethnicities

Title

Ethnicity
African Asian

At The Part

Latino Native Caucasian

1

NonCaucasian

0

1

2

0

0

2

0

1

0

2

2

0

4

1

7

3

Traffic

3

0

A Day At The Park

3

0

The Farmers
Mom and Kayla

2

My Puppy

1

Our Garden

2

My New School

1

Boots and Shoes

2

1

Looking For Taco

1

0

1

Swim

1

0

1

0

2

3

0

Clouds
Up in a Tree

1

1

Unknown

6
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Title

Ethnicity
African Asian

Latino Native Caucasian
0

NonCaucasian
2

0

3

1

1

2

0

6

1

1

0

3

5

0

1

A visit to the City

6

0

A walk with Meli

1

0

0

7

Apple Pie
A Rainy Day

2
3

The Good Day

1

My Friend
Trucks

1

The Three Bears
5

Play Ball
Katies Truck

Pets

1

2

5

A Box

2

The Soccer Game

3

0

1

2

Pictures of Hugs

2

0

Farmers Dan's Ducks

1

0

1

2

Goldie and the Three Bears

2

0

Helping Mom

2

0

Papa's Birthday

3

0

0

3

0

2

0

3

The Gingerbread Man

2

0

Out for Lunch

5

0

0

4

0
8

3
9

2

0

Books

My Five Senses

2

2

Lizzy

3

The Goat in the Garden

2

A Surprise for Mom

Dinner for Maisy
In Winter
The Gecko That Came to
School
Grandma's Glasses

3

4

3

5

3
1

Unknown

1

4

7
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Title

Ethnicity
African Asian

Latino Native Caucasian
3

NonCaucasian
0

5

4

4

2

3

0

2

3

1

0

2

0

2

4

92

82

26

46.00%

41.00%

13.00%

Fun for Hugs
Stone Soup

4

Best New Friends

2

The Missing Cat
lucky Penny

3

Honey Bees
A Walk at Night
Total characters (200)
Total characters Percentage

23

23

32

11.50% 11.50% 16.00% 1.40%

Unknown

2

1

In Table 3, sexual orientation was analyzed by identifying the number of human
characters that represent gender and family structure in 50 books. The data shows that the
percentage of males exceeded females. Men were represented 16.0% of the time and women
were represented 10.5% in the books. The same was found with boys and girls, with 35% of all
the characters in the books being boys and 26.5 % girls. Elderly men made up 4.0% and elderly
women 4.5 % of all the characters found in the books. The overall data related to males/females
show males make up 55% and females make up 41.5% comparatively. When gender factors
could not be known, they were classified as “unknown” making up 3.5% of all characters.
Family structure is another factor used in determining sexual orientation and shows a family
group in three books, grandparent/s & child/ren in six books, one parent & child/ren in 15 books,
a husband and wife in three books, people (group) in four books, children in eight books, one
adult in two books, one boy in five books, one girl in four books, and zero LGBTQ people in
books.
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Table 3
Sexual Orientation by the Number of people That Represent Gender, Age, and Family Structure
Title

# Elderly man

# Elderly woman

# Man

# Woman

# Boy # Girl Unknown

At The Part

1

Bubbles

6

The Farmers

1

Mom and Kayla

1

My New School

1

1

Boots and Shoes

3

Traffic

9

A Day at The Park

1

1

A boy

1

One parent & child/ren

2

One parent & child/ren

Clouds

2

One parent & child/ren

1

A boy

1

1

A girl

1

Children
Grandparents & child/ren

1

Apple Pie

1

A rainy day

1

1
1

The Good Day

1

My Friend

1

Trucks

4

1

Play Ball

6

Katies Truck
A visit to the City

1

1

2

One parent & child/ren

1

A boy
Children

1

2

The Three Bears

A walk with Meli

1
People

Swim

1

One parent & child/ren

1

6

Looking For Taco

Up in a Tree

Children

7

Husband & a wife

1

Our Garden

A boy

1

My Puppy

Family Structure

2

People

1

A girl

6

Children

1

A girl

1

Family
One adult

1
3

A Box

2

Children

2

One parent & child/ren

1

One parent & child/ren

The Soccer Game

1

Books

1

Pictures of Hugs

1

1

4

Children

Pets

1

A grandparent & Child/ren
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Title

# Elderly man

# Elderly woman

Farmers Dan’s Ducks

# Man

# Woman

# Boy # Girl Unknown

Family Structure
One adult

1

My Five Senses

1

1

One parent & child/ren

Goldie and the Three Bears

1

1

A girl

Helping Mom

1

1

One parent & child/ren

Papa’s Birthday

1

Lizzy

1

The Goat in the Garden

1

1

A Surprise for Mom

1

1

The Gingerbread Man

1

Out for Lunch

1

1

1

1

Stone Soup

1

1

1

1

Family

2

1

Children

9

12

People

1

A grandparent & child/ren

1

3

2

1

1

A grandparents & child/ren

1

People

4
1

1

The Lucky Penny

1

All About Honey Bees

1

A Walk at Night

1

Total Percentage

A grandparent & child/ren

1

Best New Friends

Total (200)

Family

1

2

1

Fun for Hugs

The Missing Cat

A husband & wife

2

In Winter

Grandma's Glasses

One parent & child/ren

1

A husband & a wife

1

1

1

1

Dinner for Maisy

The Gecko That Came to
School

One parent & child/ren

2

3

5

One parent & child/ren

1

A grandparents & child/ren

3

One parent & child/ren
A boy

1

One parent & child/ren

1

8

9

32

21

70

53

7

4%

4.5%

16%

10.5%

35%

26.5%

3.5%

Family=3
Boy=5
Girl=4
People=4
Grandparent/s &
Child/ren=6
Children=8
Husband & Wife= 3
One parent & Child/ren=15
One adult=2
LGBTQ=0

In Table 4, the number of books that represent socio-economic factors such as upperclass, middle-class, or lower-class statuses was analyzed. It was found that 20 books were coded
as upper class, seven books were coded as middle class, two books were coded as lower-class,
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and 21 books were coded as “none mentioned” due to the fact that no determining factors were
presented in the books.
For the disability category, there were only four books that represent physical disabilities.
Forty-six books have no disability features or tools presented. Religion was not represented in
these books. The cultures (American, African, Mexican, and Mixed) were represented in 10
books. Religion was not represented in any book.
Table 4
The Number of Books that Represent Socio-Economic Status, Disability, Religion, and Culture
Title

Socio Economic Status

Disabilities

Religion

Culture

None mentioned

Not Addressed

None Mentioned

None Mentioned

Bubbles

Assuming
lower class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

The Farmers

Assuming
upper class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

None mentioned

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

My Puppy

Assuming middle class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

Our Garden

Assuming
upper class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

My New School

Assuming
upper class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

Boots and Shoes

None mentioned

Not addressed

None mentioned

African

Traffic

None mentioned

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

A Day at the Park

None mentioned

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

Looking for Taco

Assuming
upper class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

Swim

None mentioned

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

Clouds

None mentioned

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

At the Park

Mom and Kayla
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Title

Socio Economic Status

Disabilities

Religion

Culture

None mentioned

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

Assuming
upper class

Not addressed

None mentioned

American

Assuming middle class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

The Good Day

Assuming
upper class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

My Friend

Assuming
upper class

Not addressed

None mentioned

American

None mentioned

Not addressed

None mentioned

Latino

Assuming
upper class

Not addressed

None mentioned

American

None mentioned

Walker

None mentioned

American

Assuming
upper class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

A Visit to the City

None mentioned

Not addressed

None mentioned

American

A Walk with Meli

None mentioned

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

Pets

None mentioned

Wheelchair

None mentioned

None mentioned

A Box

None mentioned

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

The Soccer Game

None mentioned

Not addressed

None mentioned

Mixed Cultures

Books

None mentioned

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

Assuming middle class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

Assuming
upper class

Not addressed

None mentioned

American

My Five Senses

None mentioned

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

Goldie and
the Three Bears

Assuming
upper class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

Helping Mom

Assuming
upper class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

Up in a Tree
Apple Pie

A Rainy Day

Trucks
The Three Bears

Play Ball
Katie’s Truck

Pictures of Hugs
Farmer Dan’s Ducks
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Title

Socio Economic Status

Disabilities

Religion

Culture

Assuming
upper class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

Assuming middle class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

Assuming
upper class

Not addressed

None mentioned

Mexican

A Surprise for Mom

Assuming middle class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

The Gingerbread
Man

Assuming middle class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

None mentioned

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

Assuming
upper class

Wheelchair

None mentioned

None mentioned

In Winter

None mentioned

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

The Gecko That
Came to School

None mentioned

Wheelchair

None mentioned

None mentioned

Grandma’s Glasses

Assuming
upper class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

Fun for Hugs

Assuming
upper class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

Stone Soup

Assuming
lower class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

Best New Friends

Assuming
upper class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

The Missing Cat

Assuming
upper class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

The Lucky Penny

Assuming middle class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

None mentioned

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

Assuming
upper class

Not addressed

None mentioned

None mentioned

Papa’s Birthday

Lizzy
The Goat in the
Garden

Out for Lunch

Dinner for Maisy

All About
Honeybees
A Walk at Night
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Title

Socio Economic Status

Disabilities

Religion

Culture

Total (50)

None mentioned
= 21

Not addressed
= 46

None mentioned
= 50

None mentioned
= 40

Upper class
= 20
Middle class
=7

Disabilities
=4

Culture
= 10

Lower class
=2

The ethnicities/races of African, Asian, Latino, Native, Caucasian, Non-Caucasian, and
Unknown were analyzed by looking at photos and illustrations to categorize according to skin
color, and facial features typically attributed to certain races and ethnicities. After calculating the
race/ethnicity in the books, it was compared to FPS and NCES in Table 5.
Table 5
Number of Characters & Percentages in the LLI Books Compared with FPS & NCES
Races/Ethnicities
African/African
Asian
Latino
Native American
Caucasian
Non-Caucasian
Unknown

Number of
Characters
23
23
32
4
92
82
26

Percent in Books

FPS

NCES

11.5%
11.5%
16%
1.4%
46%
41%
13%

13.4%
4.1%
5.5%
2.5%
70%
30%
No comparison

14.9%
5.5%
28.6%
0.9%
44.8%
55.2%
No comparison

Note. FPS Race/Ethnicity Data includes Pacific Islanders (0.2%) as well as people with 2
or more significant racial backgrounds (4.4%). This cannot be compared as the “unknown”
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ethnicity in this study may not be limited to Pacific Islanders or comprised of those with 2 or
more ethnicities. NCES 2022 no comparison data available.
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Chapter 4: Discussion
The data indicated that race/ethnicity within this curriculum was diverse in terms of
representing each ethnic group; however, the percentages of each group were lower than those
found within the FPS student population (Fargo Public School, 2021). Further, when percentages
were compared with figures from the NCES (2022), the same discrepancy was found. Although
some groups were under-represented in the LLI curriculum because percentage representations
did not match FPS or NCES percentages, this is still considered diverse because all groups were
represented fairly close to the percentages found in the FPS and NCES. Under-represented
groups included African, Latino, Native, and Caucasian, while the Asian sub-group was overrepresented in the LLI curriculum as compared with the NCES data.
The socio-economic status was analyzed based on the number of books that represent
upper, middle, or lower class within 50 books. It was found that 20 (40%) books were coded as
upper class, seven (14%) books were coded as middle class, two (4%) books were coded as
lower class, and 21 (42%) books were coded as none mentioned because no factors were
presented in the books. Within the FPS District, families whose children were eligible to receive
free & reduced meals accounted for 19.1% of the total student population. (Fargo Public School,
2021). The criteria for this suggest these families are at or below the poverty threshold. I found
that 14% were classified as middle class and only 4% were classified as lower class, therefore,
the 19.1% reflects a much higher level of poverty than depicted within the books, and the books
did not represent the FPS student population in this factor. Overall, the upper class was over-
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represented, and the middle and lower classes were under-represented in the books.
Socioeconomic status does not represent diversity within these books.
The content was analyzed for the sexual orientation of the 200 human characters within
the books. This took into account gender as well as family structure. In the books, males
accounted for 55% of the characters while females accounted for 41.6%. The unknown counted
for 3.5%. This was similar to the demographics of the FPS population as there were 52% males
as compared to 48% females, although, the discrepancy between the percentages is wider.
The reason family structure is important is that it provides some sense of the connection between
the adult figures which is important in determining the potential depiction of LGBTQ characters.
When the books were analyzed, it was found that there were 6% of the traditional family (mom,
dad, child/ren. In addition, 12% showed traditional extended family structure (grandparent/s and
child/ren), 6% depicted a husband and wife, and 30% depicted a single parent with child/ren. It
was hard, even impossible, to determine sexual orientation based on pictures, especially for this
book series. Other family structures (i.e. single child, groups of people, children, or one adult)
account for 46% when combined. In all 50 books, there was no way to determine LGBTQ based
on pictures.
For the disability category, I looked at what indications were represented in the picture,
such as a wheelchair, walker, and/or physical appearance. The number of books that included
disability was counted and compared to the number of books that didn’t include disability. The
percentage was compared with the FPS students who were qualified for special education.
There were only four (8%) books that represent physical disabilities. In FPS, there were 16% of
students were enrolled with disabilities (Fargo Public Schools, 2021). Disability was underrepresented in these books, which does not represent diversity.
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For religion, the data were analyzed based on the number of books that represent religion.
I looked at photos and illustrations making notes of clothing, adornments, food, events, symbols,
and articles (i.e. jewelry) known to represent specific religions and faiths. There was no religion
represented in these books, which does not represent diversity.
For culture, the cultures of African, Latino, and Caucasian were noted by looking at
photos and illustrations to categorize them according to clothing, food, and events are known to
represent specific cultures. In the United States, students of color make up 55.2% (NCES, 2022),
and in Fargo, the students of color make up 30.0% (Fargo Public Schools, 2021). In the LLI
curriculum books, ten (20%) books represented culture, which indicates that diversity was not
fairly presented.
Summary
After reviewing and completing a content analysis of each book regarding the diverse
elements that match the FPS description of diversity to represent socio-economic backgrounds,
cultures, races/ ethnicities, religions, disabilities, and sexual orientations, a common tendency
was found: there was a lack of diversity for most books in this curriculum at this grade level. The
list below shows which characteristics/elements were presented in a diverse way and which were
not.
•

Race/ethnicity was represented in a diverse way

•

Socio-economic status was not represented in a diverse way

•

Culture was not represented in a diverse way

•

Religion was not represented in a diverse way

•

Sexual orientation was not represented in a diverse way

•

Disability was not represented in a diverse way
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
Limitations
Many limitations were encountered in the process of this research. There are factors
related to each different area broken down by category below. One limitation of this study was
that the information collected pertains to only one curriculum for a specific grade level and did
not look at other curriculum materials or materials for other grade levels. Further, there is no
comparison between curriculum sets.
For race/ethnicity, some images were painted, and it was hard to determine race based on
color or facial features. Naming whether the character was Latino or Native American was
difficult as the shade of skin tone is not enough to determine specific racial identities. This was
similar to ascertaining whether a character was African American or African. Another limitation
is that some people might believe that the curriculum should have an equal percentage of each
ethnicity rather than the same percentage as FPS and NCES. Another limitation is that some
people might believe that the curriculum should have an equal percentage of each ethnicity rather
than the same percentage as FPS and NCES.
For sexual orientation, the images found in the books made determining some genders
unclear; further, even with knowing a character’s gender, it is impossible to know the sexual
orientation based solely on the pictures in these books. Determining sexual orientation may only
be possible when roles, relationships, preferences, and family structure are clearer.
For socio-economic status, I looked at photos and illustrations to determine whether those
depicted were of the lower class, middle class, or upper class based on factors such as type of
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home, land ownership, and possessions in the environment, etc. Having only photos/illustrations
made this quite limiting as there is no factual basis to determine actual socio-economic status.
The classifications are made on assumptions surrounding the factors described, which is
subjective rather than objective information.
After conducting my research, I see analyzing books based on written content in addition
to photos may be helpful in finding the information useful in classifying and categorizing
specifics related to diversity. It may also be helpful to involve those reading the books to learn
how they interpret both the pictures and content of books.
Recommendation
I recommend that Fargo Public Schools provide each school with a collection of books
that include diversity representing each of the areas described in FPS’s own description of
diversity. This collection of books can be shared between classrooms and schools. Teachers can
read these books during read-aloud sessions, giving the students opportunities to talk and share
about culture, their own experiences, and questions they may have.
An additional recommendation is that materials from a wide variety of publishing companies be
sought in order to ensure the materials come from companies that themselves are diverse.
Finally, FPS should educate and train teachers and administrators on how to enact culturally
relevant and inclusive practices to ensure inclusion in education. FPS should continue to provide
opportunities for students and their families to share their own experiences and perspectives

Concluding Summary
Exploring diversity within certain grade level curriculum materials was of high interest to
me both personally and professionally. There is a lack of research, with more emerging in recent
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years, likely as a result of greater attention and focus given to issues of diversity. It is exciting to
consider what curriculum materials may exist in future generations as a result of further research
into the impacts of diversity within learning environments. Diversity will undoubtedly increase
in materials as more publishing companies owned and operated by diverse people become
successful. It was encouraging to know that the particular curriculum I looked at does reflect
racial and ethnic diversity, but I would like to see more in terms of culture and religion because it
directly represents students’ experiences in life. The foods we eat, the style of clothing we wear,
and the specific cultural activities we participate in bring questions to the minds of children and
allow them to learn about all the cultures around them. This study motivates me to know when a
student may ask questions about my own culture, I will address it as thoroughly as possible
rather than ignoring or dismissing their desire to learn.
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